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Outline

• Historical trends in income inequality

• Inequality of  labour income in EU comparison

• Causes of  inequality

• Problem of  structure vs problem of  pay?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evolution. Not averse to pple saying inequality has fallen. Level vs trends.(Tax units refer to taxpayers but are called units as they include not only individuals but also married couples who pay tax jointly. Fiscal income is defined to be the sum of all income items filed on tax returns. It includes capital income, labour income, and ‘mixed income’, which is profits from owning a non-corporate business.)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Labour income is the sum of employee and self-employment income and also non-cash, in-kind benefits, which are small. The entire adult population is included except those in education and the retired. This removes the potential distorting effects that different demographic profiles and education policies can have on inequality. The unemployed and those who have left the labour market for a variety of reasons are thus included. The final measure is monthly full-time equivalent labour income (adjusted earnings) (It is monthly income adjusted for working time, so for part-time workers it is what would be earned in full-time work.It suggests that few hours or low employment are not the main factors behind individual earnings inequality as Ireland’s position in the inequality rankings does not change when they are excluded. 
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Presentation Notes
Low pay data taken from OECD and inequality data based on EU-SILC as per previous slide. 
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Presentation Notes
The extent of low pay is driven by a variety of factors, not least the economy-wide balance of power between labour and capital. Differences in pay between sectors, however, are partly driven by the different ability of certain industries to pay more. For instance, manufacturing and industries which utilise technology more have greater scope for improvements in productivity, allowing them to pay higher wages without pushing up prices. If Ireland has an unusually large hospitality sector, a low-skill and low-technology industry, or a large retail sector, which is somewhat more technologically sophisticated but still a low-skill industry, then its high rates of low pay may merely be a result of having an unbalanced economy.The shows the distribution of low pay in different sectors of the Irish economy using EU-SILC microdata. Low pay is less than two thirds median FT equivalent labour income, so it’s somewhat different to the OECD definition. 3.2% of all employees are low paid workers in wholesale and retail. We also compare Ireland to Finland to see to what extent low pay is driven by structural vs non-structural factors using two counterfactuals. he first asks how many low pay workers would Ireland have given its current economic structure, but if Ireland’s industries instead used low pay workers only as intensively as Finland’s do. We see how many low pay employees Ireland has if the same proportion of the workforce works in hospitality, for instance, but now if instead of 38% of those workers being low paid, only 12% are, as is the case of the Finnish hospitality sector. The second counterfactual asks how many low paid workers Ireland would have if it retained the intensity with which it currently uses low pay workers, but if the composition of the workforce was the same as Finland’s. That is, how many low paid workers would there be in hospitality if the share of low pay employment there continued to be 38%, but if Ireland’s hospitality sector is now the size of Finland’s. This is given the white points.What we see is that in all sectors but agriculture, the black points lie below the white points. This indicates that it is the intensity of low paid work, not an unbalanced economy which makes Ireland have much higher rates of low pay. If Ireland were structurally the same as Finland, low pay would change, but would not change much. So tackling the intensity with which low pay is utilised is key, and not the structure of the economy.



Conclusions

• Ireland has high labour income inequality

• This cannot be explained by part-time work or participation issues

• Low pay and inequality and strongly linked

• It is the intensity with which low pay is used not structure which explains Ireland’s 
inequality
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